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Feedback: Liferay Screens 

1 Setup 
The setup is not complicated and very straightforward. After installing the dependencies with 
CocoaPods I noticed some deprecations in the Liferay iOS SDK. 
 
The required portlet to get json data is not mentioned in the setup docs. While developing you get 
the message: “No JSON web service action…”. Mentioning this in the setup might solve future 
problems. 

2 Screenlets 

2.1 Login Screenlet 
The login screenlet works as expected and is easy to setup. The only thing that isn’t working for 
me is the positioning of the login form inside a view. When I put a view inside a view controller with 
the correct constraints to horizontally align it to the middle I get the following result: 
 

 
 
The Interface Builder seems to be correct but it breaks when the app launches. After making some 
changes to the constraints in the login screenlet theme I got it to work.  
 
Making changes to the base theme didn’t always work. I made the text of the button black and the 
background yellow. After rebuilding the app, the only thing that changed was the text color. Again, 
it was displaying correctly in the Interface Builder. 
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2.2 Asset List Screenlet 
The Asset List Screenlet is very powerful. There are just some things I don’t really understand. For 
example, when I tried to use the Asset List Screenlet on a view that I accessed without logging in it 
didn’t work. I got a log message that told me I needed to log in first. Why is authentication required 
to display a list of assets that visitors can view on the website without logging in? In case you want 
to display content to users without logging in, you’ll need to hardcode the authentication of a user. 
This feels a bit tricky and looks like bad practice. 
 
The Asset List Screenlet is also build in a UITableView. The UITableView has lack of some nice 
features that are available in a UITableViewController. One of the most interesting features is the 
pull to refresh. This is available for UITableViewControllers but not for a UITableView. It would be 
nice if there was a custom class that can be given to a UITableViewController, which implements 
the same functionality as the current Asset List Screenlet or DDL List Screenlet. This way, 
developers can still implement the pull to refresh functionality. 
 
Since there was not a lot of documentation I took a look at the excising examples. I noticed that 
almost everything was made public. Is there a specific reason for this? And why do the returned 
objects only have a title property? If it had an id, the entire asset could be retrieved using the SDK 
but unfortunately it is not possible at the moment.  
 
To test the screenlet I used the blogs class pk, after some configuration I was able to load the 
blogs but for some reason it were not all my blogs… some were missing and I don’t know why. 
Maybe it is something with the JSON Mobile portlet? Result: 

 
 
Finally I would like to have some more options that can be configured in the viewDidLoad method 
like filtering, sorting, … 

2.3 DDL List Screenlet 
The DDL List Screenlet is very similar to the Asset List Screenlet, this makes the setup of various 
screenlets very easy. It only took a while to actually retrieve a list of DDL Records. The 
documentation says that when the userId (in the DDL List Screenlet configuration) is set to 0, 
records won’t be filtered. But I didn’t get any record at all. After changing it to an admin userId I 
retrieved all the records successfully.  
 
Instead of defining a column as row title, I’d like the option to create a custom title for each row. My 
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DDL contained a field ‘name’ and a field ‘surname’. If you need to define a column name it will 
never be possible to create a label that contains the name and surname. If there was an override 
method that let you set the title for an item, it will be up to the developer to decide to display just 
one value, a combination or something entirely else. 

2.4 Documentation 
Liferay Screen will be very powerful in combination with the iOS SDK. The only thing that is a bit 
confusing is the switching between Objective C and Swift. Some docs are in Objective C, others in 
Swift, some in both. Maybe it’s still too early to provide full documentation in both programming 
languages but it gets confusing sometimes. 

3 Conclusion 
It think it’s an amazing step towards mobile development and it will make it a lot easier for 
developers to rapidly develop a solid app that contains all the Liferay data. The screenlets are 
good but there are still some minor issues with positioning and configuration. I hope there will be 
some more screenlets like a profile screenlet for example to make it a more complete package. 
Together with the iOS SDK there will be lots of possibilities but at this moment it feels a bit like they 
are kept separate from each other. 
 
Some suggestions for improvement: 

• Use of screenlets without logging in 
• More filter and sorting option for List Screenlets for developers 
• Better positioning constraints in screenlets 
• Documentation for Liferay Screens and SDK in same programming language or in both 
• Use of UITableViewControllers 

 
Some questions: 

• Which screenlets will be available in the final release version of Liferay Screens? 
• Why does the Asset entry only have a title property?  
• When will the next version be released? 

 
All issues encountered: 
 
DESCRIPTION TYPE 

Duplicate “loading lists” message after clicking on the load button (Fig 1) Improvement 

Deprecations in iOS SDK Improvement 

Changing color of login button works in IB but not on simulator (Fig 2) Bug 

The login screenlet does not center correctly (2.1) Improvement 

AssetListScreenlet does not show all the blog entries (2.2) Bug 

userId = 0 in the DLLListScreenlet does not disable filtering Bug 

No custom label possible in DLLListScreenlet Improvement 

Strange error messages like “base-base-list-loading-error” (Fig 3) Improvement 
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Fig 1: Double "Loading List..." message 

 

 
Fig 2: Changing font color works, background color doesn't work. 
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Fig 3: Strange error messafe in iOS simulator “base-base…” 


